SECURE & STYLISH FENCING,
WE'LL BRING THE

GOOD NEIGHBOUR®
QUALITY | STYLE | PRIVACY

GOOD NEIGHBOUR® FENCING
STYLE AND STRENGTH

ADDED PRIVACY

Stratco Good Neighbour fencing is both strong and attractive.
Its design allows clean and uncluttered lines to be enjoyed by
neighbours on both sides of the fence. Good Neighbour’s
strength and style is achieved by using fence sheets that fit
simply into profiled steel tracks and posts.

You can have the added privacy of a higher Good Neighbour
fence, while still allowing the light and breeze to flow through,
with the Stratco Good Neighbour range of screen-top fencing.

®

The wide range of heights, profiles and accessories available
mean that many different looks can be achieved to suit your
personal style. Good Neighbour fence sheet profiles include
Superdek®, CGI Corrugated, Smartspan®, CGI Mini and Wavelok®.
Wavelok is the flagship of fencing profiles and has been
specifically designed by Stratco for fencing applications.
It features an identical appearance on both sides.
Good Neighbour fencing is designed to Australian standards and
is available in 1200mm, 1500mm and 1800mm heights, while
custom panels can be ordered to suit individual applications.
The panel width varies according to the fence sheet infill that
you select. Superdek and Wavelok panels are 2350mm wide,
Smartspan is 2170mm wide and Corrugated and CGI Mini are
2390mm wide.
All the accessories you need to complete your Good Neighbour
fence are available at Stratco. Accessories include post caps,
single and double gates, and screen-top fencing.

Screen-top fencing is available as a complete system with your
new fence or as a 300mm extension that can be added to your
existing Good Neighbour fence. The screen-top is attractive
and durable. It is available in a range of colours and made
from UV treated plastic for a long life.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
The modular nature of Good Neighbour fencing means that
it can be used on flat sites or modified to suit sloped and
undulating land. A special order for longer top and bottom
tracks can allow for unusual designs. If the sheets are cut
on-site, panels can be constructed to follow the contour
of the land. Accordingly, Stratco Good Neighbour
fencing is perfect for side, rear and front fence
applications and can also be used for
garden screens or hiding
compost areas.

COLOUR CHOICE
Stratco Good Neighbour fencing is available in a full spectrum
of high fashion double-sided colours or as unpainted Zinc/Al.
Mix and match the colours of the fence sheets, tracks and
posts for an individual style.
The complete range of Good Neighbour fencing colours can
be found in the Stratco ‘Colour Selection’ brochure.
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“A comprehensive suit your home and lifestyle”
styles and options to

AFFORDABLE FENCING THAT ADDS STYLE, SECURITY AND PRIVACY

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Installing a Stratco Good Neighbour fence is the
perfect D.I.Y. project. All the installation advice,
tools and accessories that you need to complete
your fence are available at Stratco. Alternatively, we
would be happy to arrange a free measure and
quote from one of our Authorised Dealers.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Your Good Neighbour fence will maintain its good
looks for even longer with a simple wash and wipe
down using a soft broom. Refer to the ‘Selection,
Use and Maintenance of Stratco Steel Products’
brochure for more advice on maintaining your
Good Neighbour fence.
Stratco only manufacture fencing of the finest style
and quality, so you can have confidence that your
Stratco fence will provide privacy and security, with
looks to complement your home for many years
to come.

WE’VE GOT FENCING
Talk to our fence experts to sort out your
fencing and screening needs. Everything
you need to know is in our head.
Just tell us what’s in yours
and we’ll make it happen.

GOOD NEIGHBOUR FENCE STYLES:
WAVELOK®

WAVELOK® SCREEN-TOP

SUPERDEK®

SUPERDEK® SCREEN-TOP

CGI CORRUGATED

CGI CORRUGATED SCREEN-TOP

CGI MINI

SMARTSPAN®

SMARTSPAN® SCREEN-TOP

FENCE TOPPER

Please note that some, products, colours and sizes may
not be available in some states. Check prior to ordering.

GATES - SINGLE & DOUBLE

« SCAN THIS QR CODE TO FIND A STRATCO NEAR YOU
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